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*  There is a limit to what can be disclosed because our collaborations were under NDA

Project Charleston was a multi-year, multi-institution program 
to re-evaluate cold fusion to a high standard of scientific rigor
● The research portfolio included 8 academic groups new to LENR, 10 experienced LENR 

researchers/groups, and 8 unsuccessful collaboration attempts*

● 12 calorimeter designs were qualified

● Google coordinated and funded the projects; no lab work was conducted at Google

More information about Project Charleston was presented at ICCF-23

The goal was to find a “reference experiment” for cold fusion
● We have not found it yet, but we published what we learned (27 papers so far)
● “... the search for a reference experiment for cold fusion remains a worthy pursuit...“

http://ikkem.com/iccf23/PPT/ICCF23-PL-01-Matt-Trevithick.pdf
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https://groups.chem.ubc.ca/cberling/charleston/

https://groups.chem.ubc.ca/cberling/charleston/


The opportunity



Interest in fusion has increased remarkably this past year

April 8, 2021: TAE raises $280 million from new and 
existing investors (total of $880 million to date)

Aug 8, 2021: National Ignition Facility experiment 
puts researchers at threshold of fusion ignition

Sep 8, 2021: MIT-designed project achieves 
major advance toward fusion energy

June 16, 2021: Canadian startup General 
Fusion says pilot plant could turn on in 2025

Oct 18, 2021: Nuclear Fusion Edges Toward the Mainstream
“There aren’t many fusion projects in the world, but there are many investors.”

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-tae-technologies-funding/google-backed-tae-technologies-raises-280-million-from-new-existing-investors-idUSKBN2BV2SP
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-tae-technologies-funding/google-backed-tae-technologies-raises-280-million-from-new-existing-investors-idUSKBN2BV2SP
https://www.llnl.gov/news/national-ignition-facility-experiment-puts-researchers-threshold-fusion-ignition
https://www.llnl.gov/news/national-ignition-facility-experiment-puts-researchers-threshold-fusion-ignition
https://news.mit.edu/2021/MIT-CFS-major-advance-toward-fusion-energy-0908
https://news.mit.edu/2021/MIT-CFS-major-advance-toward-fusion-energy-0908
https://www.science.org/content/article/plans-unveiled-private-uk-fusion-reactor-powered-smoke-rings-and-pneumatic-pistons
https://www.science.org/content/article/plans-unveiled-private-uk-fusion-reactor-powered-smoke-rings-and-pneumatic-pistons
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/18/business/fusion-energy.html


Nobody knows which technology will win
Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF)
● Tokamak

○ ITER (France)
○ Tokamak Energy (UK)
○ Commonwealth Fusion (USA)

● Field Reversed Configuration (FRC)
○ TAE Technologies (USA)
○ Helion (USA)

● Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF)
○ General Fusion (Canada/UK)

Inertial Confinement Fusion
○ National Ignition Facility (LLNL)
○ First Light Fusion (UK)
○ Marvel Fusion (Germany)

Zeta pinch (Z-pinch)
○ Zap Energy (USA)

What would it take for Low-Energy Nuclear Reactions (LENR) to be included here?



Lessons learned



Martin Fleischmann at ICCF-10 (2003)

My backstory

Source: https://scholar.google.com/



1. Don’t do this alone

Failure to effectively share the best of what is known has impeded scientific progress.

“Collectively we have the answer, individually none of us does!”

- Michael McKubre, ICCF-20, Sendai, Japan (2016)



June 2017
MIT

Photo credit: Miki Chiang



2.  Don’t do this undercapitalized

Stop the cycle of underfunded experiments leading to inconclusive results.

We know what these experiments really cost.



Charleston 
apparatus



3.  Question, don’t sell

Most apparently anomalous results have a more probable prosaic explanation.

Humility is conducive to credibility.

“When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth.”

- Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, stated by Sherlock Holmes in The Sign of the Four (1890)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sign_of_the_Four


4.  Align interests

Aspiring to publish in high-impact, peer-reviewed journals goes a long way 

towards aligning the interests of researchers, program managers and funders.



University of British Columbia
Dr. Phil A. Schauer, Staff Scientist
Mr. Ben P. MacLeod, Ph.D. Candidate
Dr. Brian Lam, Postdoctoral Fellow
Mr. Ke Hu, M.A.Sc. Candidate
Dr. Noah J. J. Johnson, Postdoctoral Fellow
Ms. Rebecca S. Sherbo, Ph.D. Candidate
Dr. James W. Grayson, Former Postdoctoral Fellow
Mr. Fraser G. L. Parlane, Ph.D. Candidate
Mr. Ryan P. Jansonius, Ph.D. Candidate
Dr. Adam J. H. Bottomley, Former Postdoctoral Fellow
Dr. Lacey M. Reid, Former Postdoctoral Fellow
Dr. Marta Moreno, Postdoctoral Fellow
Mr. Pierre Chapuis, Former Research Associate

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dr. Ariel Jackson, Former Postdoctoral Fellow
Dr. Daniel Rettenwander, Former Postdoctoral Fellow
Mr. David Y. Young, Former M.S. Candidate
Dr. Jesse D. Benck, Former Postdoctoral Fellow

University of Maryland
Dr. Joe Murray, Former Postdoctoral Fellow
Dr. Tarun Narayan, Former Postdoctoral Fellow
Mr. Kevin Palm, Ph.D. Candidate

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Dr. Qing Ji, Staff Scientist
Dr. Peter A. Seidl, Staff Scientist
Dr. Arun Persaud, Staff Scientist

Google: Dr. Craig H. Barratt, Former SVP; Mr. John Giannandrea, Former SVP; Dr. Seid Sadat, Former Contractor

Co-signatories to the Nature Perspective (information as of 27 May 2019)



5.  Drop past baggage

The past is the past; the future is what we make of it.

Times are different now.



Tactical tips*

● Put the design of experiment through a peer review process prior to running the 
experiment

● Have calibration that exceeds the duration and operating conditions of the experiment
● Archive all models, methods, raw data, and metadata on all measurement channels
● Facilitate independent analysis of the raw data

○ Independent replication is nice to have
● Use nuclear diagnostics in addition to calorimetry

● Draft an outline of the paper you want to publish while you are designing the experiment. 
Formulate clear hypotheses. Sketch an “iconic plot”. Figure out what you want to 
communicate, then collect the data without prejudice.

* Credit: David Fork, Google Research



Our experience

1. Cold fusion was not bad for our careers

2. We are able to publish in high-impact, peer-reviewed journals

3. Excellent students and postdocs are enthusiastic about cold fusion

4. Leadership matters - a lot

5. We had fun!

“When you go on an exploration with good people, you are bound to nd something interesting.”

- Curtis Berlinguette re ecting upon the publication of our Nature Perspective (2019)



An example from quantum computing



https://arxiv.org/abs/1203.5813



https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.00263



This article is in the 99th percentile (ranked 3rd) of the 341,305 
tracked articles of a similar age in all journals and the 99th percentile 
(ranked 2nd) of the 1,046 tracked articles of a similar age in Nature





Lesson learned
Build consensus around a definition of success well in advance of expected results. 
This also helps define a credible experiment.

Proposed action item
Define, publish, and invite feedback on a definition of a successful LENR experiment.
This could be a tangible result from this workshop.



Closing comments



1. We have an opportunity to come together under ARPA-E’s leadership 

for the good of the country and the good of the planet.

2. Will we take collective action to find, validate, and publish a 

“reference experiment” to teach the best of what we know?

3. The entrepreneurial bonanza that a generally accepted proof of 

concept could unleash would be an unfakable sign of our success.



Work. Finish. Publish.

ALL THIS IS A DREAM.
Still examine it by a few experiments.
Nothing is too wonderful to be true,
if it be consistent with the laws of nature;
and in such things as these, experiment 
is the best test of such consistency.

- Michael Faraday (1849)
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